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Strategic Planning for Information SystemsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Since the second edition of this book appeared in 1996, we have seen
Information Technology (IT) become an increasingly integral component
of everyone’s working life and personal environment. IT is now
ubiquitous and enables a degree of connectivity that was difficult to
envisage even 10 years ago. The technology has...
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How To Think Like Benjamin Graham and Invest Like Warren BuffettMcGraw-Hill, 2001
How to Think Like Benjamin Graham and Invest Like Warren Buffett wraps a lifetime of investing wisdom into one highly accessible package. An intelligent guide to analyzing and valuing investment targets, it tells investors what questions to ask, what answers to expect, and how to approach any stock as a skeptical, common-sense business...
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Real Analysis and Applications: Theory in Practice (Undergraduate Texts in Mathematics)Springer, 2009

	This new approach to real analysis stresses the use of the subject in applications, by showing how the principles and theory of real analysis can be applied in a variety of settings in subjects ranging from Fourier series and polynomial approximation to discrete dynamical systems and nonlinear optimization. Users will be prepared for more...
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The Business of Android Apps Development: Making and Marketing Apps that SucceedApress, 2011

	The growing but still evolving success of the Android platform has ushered in a second mobile technology “gold rush” for apps developers, but with well over 100,000 apps and counting in the Google Android Market and now the Amazon Android Appstore, it has become increasingly difficult for new applications to stand...
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Creating a Website: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2011

	
		These days, it’s all but impossible to find someone who hasn’t heard of the Internet. Companies create websites before they make business plans. Political activists skip the debates and trash-talk their opponents online. Even formerly technophobic grandmothers spend hours emailing old friends (and selling the odd family...
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Web Services on RailsO'Reilly, 2006

This PDF will show you how your small business or enterprise can publish its APIs (application programming interface) to a developer community just like the behemoths of the Internet--Google, Yahoo!, eBay, and Amazon. 

These giants already offer their APIs to other programmers and allow for add-on...
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Droid 2: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2011

	
		What gives you high-speed Internet access, runs thousands of apps, lets you take high-resolution photos and videos, gives you immediate access to information about all your friends, family, and contacts, handles any email you can throw at it, is a wizard at Facebook and other social networking services…and lets you make and...
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Getting Started with Amazon RedshiftPackt Publishing, 2013

	Start by learning the fundamentals and then progress to creating and managing your own Redshift cluster. This guide walks you step-by-step through the world of big data, cloud computing, and scalable data warehousing.


	Overview

	
		Step-by-step instructions to create and manage your Redshift cluster

...
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Resilience and Reliability on AWSO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Cloud services are just as susceptible to network outages as any other platform. This concise book shows you how to prepare for potentially devastating interruptions by building your own resilient and reliable applications in the public cloud. Guided by engineers from 9apps—an independent provider of Amazon Web Services and...
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Confessions of an Economic Hit ManBerrett-Koehler Publishers, 2004
Confessions of an Economic Hit Man reveals a game that, according to John Perkins, is "as old as Empire" but has taken on new and terrifying dimensions in an era of globalization. And Perkins should know. For many years he worked for an international consulting firm where his main job was to convince LDCs (less developed...
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Understanding Digital Signal Processing (3rd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2010

	Amazon.com’s Top-Selling DSP Book for Seven Straight Years—Now Fully Updated!


	Understanding Digital Signal Processing, Third Edition, is quite simply the best resource for engineers and other technical professionals who want to master and apply today’s latest DSP...
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Reliability, Maintainability and Risk: Practical Methods for EngineersButterworth-Heinemann, 1997
'The latest edition of this practical introduction to the basics of reliabilty, maintainability and safety introduces new sections on the accuracy of reliability prediction methods, common cause failures in systems, and expands and updates the descriptions of recent safety standards, in particular ISO 61508 and the use of 'Safety Integrity Levels'...
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